
 
 

 
 

USS TULSA (LCS 16) is an Independence Class littoral combat ship.  It will be the third ship to be named for Tulsa, the second largest 
city in the state of Oklahoma.  The trimaran hull was developed by Austal as a high-speed cruise ship and was adapted to the 
Independence Class littoral combat ship, which carries a weapons suite for its mission, its self-defense and its command and control.  
Unlike traditional fighting ships with fixed armament, such as guns and missiles, tailored mission modules can be configured for one 
mission package at a time.  Modules may consist of manned aircraft, unmanned vehicles, off-board sensors or mission manning 
detachments.  The interior volume and payload are greater than some destroyers and are sufficient to serve both as a high-speed transport 
and maneuverable platform. The TULSA is configured for a mine warfare mission. 
 
USS TULSA is a 2,307 ton vessel with a length of 418 feet.  The crew is made up of 8 officers and 32 enlisted personnel.  Plans call 
for the ship to be homeported in San Diego after commissioning in San Francisco in February 2019. 

 
Levels of Support and Recognition 

 
PLATINUM $10,000 
Honorary plank owner plank and certificate; invitations for 10 to the Chair’s Reception; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 10; post-
commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 
 
GOLD  $5,000 
Honorary plank owner plank and certificate; invitations for 6 to Chair’s Reception; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 6; post-
commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 
 
SILVER $2,500 
Honorary plank owner plank and certificate; invitations for 4 to Chair’s Reception; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 4; post-
commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 
 
BRONZE $1,000 
Honorary plank owners plank and certificate; invitations for 2 to Chair’s Reception; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 2; post-
commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 
 
BRIDGE $500 
Honorary plank owners plank and certificate; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 2; post-commissioning reception; recognition in 
Donors’ Brochure. 
 
ANCHOR $250 
Certificate of Appreciation; USS TULSA ball caps and coins for 2; post-commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 
 
KEEL  $100 
Certificate of Appreciation; USS TULSA coins for 2; post-commissioning reception; recognition in Donors’ Brochure. 

 
********************************************************************************************* 
 
Yes  I have enclosed my contribution          Yes       I look forward to attending the commissioning 
 
Name _____________________________________    Organization ____________________________________ 
 
Address ___________________________  City      State________    Zip _____________________ 
 
Phone       Email             Check enclosed for $           
 
VISA/MC/Discover/AMEX #                 Exp. Date__________ Security Code  __________ 
 
Signature                  (Tax Deductible 501(c)(3) ID #82-5529074) 
 

Please make checks payable to: NLUS Commissioning Committee. 
Mail to CAPT Ken Arendt, 108 Ann Arbor Ct., Los Gatos, CA 95032 


